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ABSTRACT: On the basis of case studies of factory buildings of the Modern Movement from Germany and The
Netherlands we will look at the historical presupposed flexibility, in the matter of structure, division and loadbearing capacity.
It is interesting to note that right from the start, nearly all our examples of factory buildings were designed to allow for later extensions of the production and office facilities. Together with the effects of other such as choice
of materials and location these had effects on the design of the factory buildings.
Factories that were built in the 19th and early 20th century usually had no provisions for expansions of the building. Instead, in most cases, apparently haphazard outbuildings and annexes were added.
After discussing the different kinds of flexibility and if they really met the expectations, the intention is to have
also a short look to the possibilities of the examples for conversion.

BACKGROUND
This contribution attempts to introduce the audience into the topic factory design within the architectural
trend of modernity, called the Modern Movement - from architectural point of view at present a hitherto practically untouched issue.
By contrast there have been published several expert monographs about individual industrial enterprises (e.g.
Molenaar et al. 2005/Jaeggi 1998), regionally referred publications about the prehistory of industrial buildings
of the Modern Movement (e.g. Mislin 2002/Mende 1990) and monographs about reputable industrial building
masters (e.g. Renz 2005/Wilhelm 1983) as well as commendable theme summaries to 20th century industrial architecture (e.g. Föhl 1996/Nijhof 1985) during the last decades.
Also the role of civil engineers, which carried out important contributions for the constructional innovation, in
particular within the range of 20th century industrial architecture, should not go unmentioned. To name but a
few, e.g. Hermann Maier-Leibnitz (1885-1962), who attained fame with his book "Der Industriebau" (1932) and
with his achievements in range of steel structures (Kurrer 2002). Pretty often these achievements were originated in interaction with the clients. For instance this is true in the case of Franz Dischinger (1887-1953), engineer for DYWIDAG and distinguished in the field of shell constructions (Specht 1987), or in the case of Karl Deininger (1896-1956), engineer for Wayss & Freytag. Among other things he obtained a doctorate on reinforced
concrete chimneys.
It is undisputed that industrial buildings and their sometimes innovative constructions affected modern architecture considerably. However the well-known thesis that outward appearances did not play a role and industrial plants were designed completely from the inside outward, is at least not tenable in case that an architect
was consulted for the construction of the factory. Apart from fulfilment of technical requirements or employee
needs, thus apart from "form follows function", the total concept of aesthetic was always a central topic for the
architectural design (Ostermann 2006). This proves once more provoking formulated thesis of „model functionalists“- a good solution of a room program with its functional demands leads automatically to a good form
- falls short for the explanation of the phenomenon of the architectural trend of Modern Movement.
From an architectural point of view this paper focuses with on factory buildings from the 1920s and early 1930s
in Germany and the Netherlands, two of the key countries for the Modern Movement. There was a lively exchange among architects and artists in these two countries, on a personal and professional level (Ostermann
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2007). The intention is to look at the flexibility of the architectural design of the buildings, with the construction
as an important point of reference.
INTRODUCTION
By means of case studies from Germany and the Netherlands we will look at the historical presupposed flexibility in general; in particular, we will focus on planned extensions of the factory buildings.
It is interesting to note that right from the start, a lot of factory buildings belonging to the Modern Movement
were designed to allow for later extensions of the production and the office facilities. This applies also to all
shown examples. Together with the effects of other issues, including factors that characterise the specific
buildings, such as aesthetics, choice of materials and location this had effects on the design of the factory
buildings.
Factories that were built in the 19th and early 20th century usually had no provisions for expansions of the building. Instead, in most cases, apparently haphazard outbuildings and annexes were added. Figure 1 illustrates
such a situation exemplarily. The letterhead from 1914 of the company Simson & Co., an armoury established
in 1856 in Suhl/Tühringen, shows a lot of different buildings at the company's site. Due to expansion of the
product lines, in this case precision instruments, bicycles and motor cars, extensions were required.

Figure 1: Letterhead (1914) of Simson & Co. established in 1856 in Suhl/Tühringen; (Korzus 1980, p. 132)
CASE STUDIES GERMANY
Dairy Milchhof 1929/30, Nuremberg
Starting point for the first German case, the new plant of the “Milchhof” of the Nordbayerische Milchversorgung G.m.b.H. by Otto Ernst Schweizer (1890-1965) was the desired rationalization and centralization of production. At the time of its construction the Milchhof was considered to be the largest and most innovative
dairy building in Europe. The complex consisted mainly of three single buildings, which are based on skeleton
structures: a representative administration building, a car park for lorries and the production building
(Fig. 2/Fig. 3).

Figure 2 (left): Site plan: 1 administration building, 2 residential building, 3 car park with canteen, 4 production
building; circulation route indicated by arrows; (Bier 1933, p. 319); Figure 3 (right): Arial view of the dairy, ca.
1930; (Dr. G.L. 1933, p. 133)
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The urban planning strategy aimed as well to restructure the somewhat neglected urban area as to bring a
characteristic landmark there. Next to this there was a great interest to find a good solution regarding the
transport routes of the plant. The plot of land is well sited between the rails and an important road with connection to the country side, and thereby to the delivery routes of the raw milk.
Beside the chimney, the most remarkable part of the plant was the production building, including the large
hall of deliveries of raw milk on the top floor.
Nevertheless the architect did not take the special equipment, which was necessary for the production process of dairy farming at that time, as a starting point for the design of the plant. But he let the spatial arrangement of the plant determine only by the maximum measures of the technical facilities.
For the production flow Schweizer invented an ingenious architectural solution. He led the routes of the delivery of milk and the distribution of dairy products by lorries in a circle through and around the building, under
an efficient utilization of the hillside location (Fig. 2+4). On the upper level of the hillside the building was linked
to the rails with the hall of milk deliveries. Below this hall an about 13 meters width transport way for the lorries
passed trough, to deliver raw milk from the countryside to the dairy. For processing, this milk has been lifted up
to the hall of milk deliveries on the top floor. The transport route divided the building in two parts, at the west
the engine rooms and at the east all the production facilities. The loading platform, which extended over 3/4
of the entire building length, was equipped with a cantilevered roof of 6 meters depth. This should protect
both, the ramp and the cars holding in front against rain. In addition some areas in reserve were located at
the 2nd upper floor at the time of the completion.
At first sight this architectural solution of the production flow seems custom-made to the dairy. However on
closer examination one comes to the same conclusion as Beer (1931, p.84), who stated that the plant became
a prototype of a factory building and could accommodate also, without any difficulties, the manufacturing of
a completely different branch.
The demand of a large freedom for the division of space for the production was important at the initial constructional considerations for the 108 meters long building. In order to span the building depth of 24 meters a
reinforced concrete framework system seemed to be the best choice for the regular floors.

Figure 4: Longitudinal section of the production building, showing the skeleton structure and cross section;
(Weiß 1931, p. 326)
This structure facilitated also large window areas, which assure natural lighting - necessary not only for hygienic
reasons but also for good working conditions. Inside the building a support grid of 6 meters has been chosen.
Because of that it was possible to reduce the number of column rows inside to only two (Fig. 5). The lintels of
the filigree steel framework windows, supporting from column to column, were the carriers of the ceilings. The
inner walls were non-load-bearing. The floors were dimensioned for a load capacity of 1000 kg/m². That
means, in case of changes of the production the machines could be set at any other place. The building
structure was also expandable eastwards.
The roof, the most interesting part of the building, wais implemented as a cantilever trapezoidal folded structure unit from reinforced concrete of 10 cm thickness with a trough depth of 1.92 meters, according to the system „Jacobi“ of the eponymous Nuremberg building contactor. By this roof system it was possible, to span the
entire depth (24 m) of the building column-free. In transverse direction the roof segments were determined by
the grid of the carrying skeleton, thus certain 6 meters (Fig. 6). To carry the loads of the roof the columns were
shaped broom-like at the upper end in continuation of the bevels of the trapezoidal concrete troughs.
The development and the use of the trapezoidal form, in place of the at that time usual shell roof, for instance
used for the Wholesale Market Hall by M. Elsässer, 1928 in Frankfurt, permitted an uncomplicated timber formwork, which could be used cost-saving several times. The large hall of milk deliveries on the top floor, which
was linked to the tracks, had a room height of 9.20 meters and had to be spanned about 37 meters columnfree (Fig. 3 + 4). In order to reach this without downstand beams, which were not admitted due to hygiene
standards, the roof was hung up (Fig. 3 + 4). A suspender beam divides the total span at the rate of 1 to 2. The
two sections, 13 meters and 24 meters width respectively, resulted in enormous dimensions for the reinforced
concrete suspender beam: 0,70 meters broad and 2.90 meters high, with the need for a two-layer/doubled reinforcement. In order to decrease the dead load, four large cavities were included. The load bearing capacity of this suspender beam was about 15 tons per meter.
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Figure 5 (left): Ground floor of production building under construction; Figure 6 (right): North façade of the
production building, with large window areas and trapezoidal folded roof structure; (Bier 1933, pp.318; 311)
At the beginning of the 1990's the dairy left the location in consequence of new European Union hygiene
regulations. The extension of the production building never took place; just an annexe of a staircase was
added at the east side. In the following years the building fell into disrepair, amongst other things caused by
the damaging of the heritage listed roof construction, a result of moving out heavy machines.
This example with its unique and characteristic architecture shows a lot of different kinds of flexibility. As said
above you would assume it could be re-used for other functions without any difficulty. Nevertheless the production building was torn down in spring 2008. A main reason might have been that in the meantime the location became very attractive within the city. The new owner expected great financial gains with a new erected
building. Because of the disrepair he could argue later on that the construction of the Milchhof would be insufficient for new functions, e.g. as a car park, and it would cost too much money to restore the building in an
adequate way.
X-ray tube factory C. H. F. Müller A.G. 1929/30, Hamburg

Figure 7 (left): Original design; left administration building, two wings positioned oppositely: production buildings, between workshop and powerhouse. Black coloured parts are realised; Figure 8 (right): Isometric drawing
of the realised part; (Spörhase 1932, p. 496; 492)
The second German case is the X-ray tube factory C. H. F. Müller by Karl Schneider (1892-1945), which belonged to the Dutch Philips group already at that time and was thus influenced by the building department of
Philips. The complex consists of an administration building (steel framework with concrete infill, with a facade
of brickwork) and a production building (reinforced concrete framework), visible on Fig. 9. The pant is supplemented with a workshop and a power house (Fig. 7+8).
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Figure 9 (left): Administration building (steel skeleton) and production building under construction; (Historical
Archives of PMS); Figure 10 (right): Arial view, ca. 1980; (Fehr 1981, pp. 38/39)
Two rows of columns divide the floor space of the production building into three column-free spaces of about
7.185 meters and in the centre 6.85 meters. The floors are designed to a load capacity of 800 kg/m², which allows displacing machinery if necessary. The skeleton structure enables, next to a free disposition of the inner
space, a high transparency of the building and guarantees good access of daylight, especially important for
the production. The concrete surfaces at the inner side are smooth due to the planed formwork. This is required for hygienic reasons as to avoid accumulations of dust. All serving functions are accommodated outside of this section (Fig. 11): At the east front of the building two main staircases are situated, equipped with
goods lifts for the inner transport to and between the production floors. The main staircase to the north features
also the staff lavatories. In order to save money, the lavatories are provided with well water from a cistern,
which was situated on top of this part of the building. The other factory staff rooms are situated in the cellar,
with exception of a refectory with a kitchen on the third floor. At the middle part of the northern front protrudes
a kind of tower, which accommodates the engine rooms and the aeration equipment. Also at the northern
front the building is connected to the administration building by a walkway, enclosed and glazed at the first
and second storey, uncovered at the third storey, where the canteen is situated at the administration building.
At the western front two lightly constructed emergency stair cases are erected (Fig. 8).

Figure 11(left): Section with walkway; (Archival collection HfbK)
Figure 12 (right): South facade: concrete consoles stick out; (Spörhase 1932, p. 493)
Due to the economical difficult times around 1930 just two parts of the building were built in a first construction
phase (Fig. 7); besides of that the concrete is of an inferior quality. At the southern front of the factory concrete
consoles stick out in order to connect the longitudinal girders of the planned extension of the building in following phase in an easy way (Fig. 12).
The building shows his flexible potential due to the fact that it is still in use for production of Philips. It was several times due to changed requirements reorganized. Although Philips expanded enormously at Fuhlsbüttel,
the production building of the original plan was never extended, but the plant was complemented with several other buildings. Just the administration building received a similar looking extension (Fig. 10).
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THE NETHERLANDS
"HAKA" factory for bakery products and sweets 1933/34, Jutfaas
The first Dutch case is a plant of the cooperative society "HAKA" in Jutfaas nearby Utrecht, designed by Herman Friedrich Mertens (1885-1960). The building was to be used as factory for Dutch crisp bake, cookies and
chocolates and includes, besides the factory proper, administrative services, rest rooms for the personnel and
showrooms, etc. At the vertex of the building a small residential block for certain employees was situated. By its
contrasting use of line and mass it breaks up the otherwise rather monotonous lines of the long, low factory
(Fig. 13).

Figure 13 (left): Arial view of HAKA after realisation, at the left the residential block; (Wattjes 1934, p.295)
Figure 14 (right): Arial view showing later extensions, 1950's; (National Cooperative Society Museum)
The major part of the manufacturing side was installed on the ground floor and covered its entire space (Fig.
13). It was sectioned for the three production lines mentioned before; each section had a separate entrance
from the outside. The services were separated by wooden frames with glass panels. This glass partitions could
be easily removed or added at any time of changing circumstances.

Figure 15 (left): Section, showing the three overhead lights; (Wattjes 1935, p.178); Figure 16 (right): Interior view,
Vierendeel girders with mechanical system for fresh air; (Wattjes 1935, p.176)
Due to economical reasons different methods of construction were used for the HAKA factory. The three building wings embracing the production halls were on a reinforced concrete skeleton, with brick partition walls.
The vertex at the opposite site of the residential building accommodated e.g. offices, a laboratory, a lunch
room and the distribution. With its exposed position it received plenty of daylight (Fig. 13). The upper floors of
the wings contained serving functions and were connected with goods lifts to the production hall. Externally
the walls had a plinth of engineering bricks to resist the bumping of lorries and other vehicles, additional the
surface is easy to clean.
The steel framework of the production section was built up from profile pillars supporting Vierendeel girders
(Fig. 15). This Vierendeel structure was used as their absence of diagonals permitted of better lighting by daylight. And it facilitated the installation of the window opening devices, which permitted about 12 meters of
window space to be opened at once (Fig. 16). The girders supported the roof-construction of steel beams with
a wooden layer above. The columns were arranged in three double rows of 6 meters between axes. The free
length between the rows was 24, 12 and 24 meters. Since the production hall was designed to be expandable
to the west, the cloakrooms of the staff were implemented there without pile foundation as easy to dismantle
half-timbered house with brick lining.
For unknown reasons the extension was not realized the intended way, continuing the hall structure northwards, but in a different design with separate buildings (cf. Fig. 14). The factory was in use for production about
50 years. Then the former industrial area became an attractive location near to the growing city of Utrecht.
Unfortunately the whole plant was torn down in the middle of the 1980's, according to new building plans. Ob-
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viously at that time no one was aware of its value, thus nobody thought about re-using this beautiful building
with its great flexibility.
Erdal 1935-1937, Amersfoort
The following and last Dutch example is “Erdal”, a factory for cosmetics and cleaning agents (especially shoe
polish), by Filip Anne Warners (1888-1952). This brick building has a surprisingly dynamic, straight horizontal design with some decorative additions (Fig. 17).

Figure 17 (left): The new Erdal building; (Wattjes 1938, p. 131); Figure 18 (right): Bird's eye's view of the extension,
1941; (Dagblad van Arnhem 1941)
The building is constructed on a brickwork lined steel skeleton, completed with reinforced concrete floors. The
dimension between axes is predominantly 7.02 meters. This measure became divided by three in the section of
the office part, so that the front sections and the corridors between got a width of 2.34 meters between axes.
This made a standardisation of elements possible, e.g. for the windows. The large column-free hall in the production departments enabled the installation of assembly-lines and large machines as well as a smooth production flow. This section gets indirect daylight from above.
The different functional areas, which were accommodated in individual building parts, were coherently related to each other. The two-storeyed administration building parallel to the street contained offices at the first
floor. At the ground floor temporary storage as well as the distribution of the packed products took place. The
inner production flow can be reconstructed at the schematic isometry (cf. Fig. 19). The enclosed working area
of the plant has three transport roads, which allows appropriate routes of transportation and brings a great
flexibility, also in case of changing circumstances.

Figure 19: Scheme of production process; (Wattjes 1938, p.129)
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Via an approach road in the northwest the cardboard packaging was brought to the factory premises. Next
step was a chute to transport this packaging to the storage at the basement of the office building. Several
hatches connected the basement with the large production hall to bring the cardboard boxes exactly to
where they were needed. North of the premises, next to the production hall, a second approach road guaranteed an efficient supply of the raw material to the eastern side of the building. The sheet metal, which was
needed for the tin production at the southernmost range of the hall, was delivered there just as the wax, destined for the smeltery at the upper floor. The wax was needed for different products (floor polish, shoe polish
etc.), but had to be separated because of fire protection. Finally at the eastern side the access for the personnel was located as well as the boiler house, the engine room and at the opposite site of the access a small
residential house and garage for the lorries (Fig. 19). In addition the distribution of the products took place
here. The small tower at the edge contains a reservoir of water for fire-fighting. The large production-hall has a
steel roof structure. Since the hall is totally enclosed the ridge of its saddle roof is designed as a skylight to provide daylight from above.
Even before the end of World War II the same architect, Warners, was commissioned with the extension of the
building (Fig. 18). Realisation of those building activities was possible only based on a provident storage of
building materials. Obviously the providing of daylight, the possibility to extend the building, the appropriate
transport routes and connection of building parts and the free division of space made the plant flexible to react to the challenge of change. Even at the present time, the building is still in use for the production of toothpaste.
However due to intra-urban developments in this area of Amersfoort the building complex, which is not listed
as heritage, is threatened to be demolished. An action group has formed already with the goal to safeguarding this building, which represents one of the last industrial heritages in this former industrial area.
SUMMARY
In our examples the architects had planned a horizontal extension of the Erdal buildings and the Milchhof
dairy from the outset. For the HAKA factory in Jutfaas the production halls were also intended to be extended.
In its original plan, the X-ray tube factory was a symmetrical, U-shaped total plant. Again, only one section of
the “U” was actually built, which was constructional also intended to be extended.
Two of our examples are still in function for production purposes – those two, which aren't architectural monuments (X-ray tube factory = Philips Medical Systems and Erdal = part of Sara Lee).
The other two were threatened and have been regrettably demolished already. The unique dairy of Nuremberg was shamefully torn off in spring 2008. The same is true for HAKA in Jutfaas (in meanwhile belonging to the
municipality of Utrecht), which was pulled down in the 1980's.
CONCLUSIONS
The studied factories are buildings, which have fulfilled the demands of production over many years. Their
construction and building structure were kept flexible. The planning of the original layout had focussed on optimum transport routes within the building. Similarly, the supply and disposal of raw materials, goods and products played a central role in designing the overall factory complex. In other words, the phrase „form follows
function“ finds justification here. The architects used sophisticated solutions for various structural problems, for
example on estates with a difficult shape. This resulted in expressive, individual examples of the Modern
Movement, although in some cases the architects had to struggle to assert their ideas in the face of opposition
from the companies. The dynamic effect of the buildings was achieved by their horizontal alignment, underlined by the lines of windows and carefully coordinated vertical counterpoints. In spite of structural alterations
or neglect, this effect can still be perceived right through to the present day.
Expandability, in other words flexibility to react to the challenges of future development or changing production methods, would appear as a key criterion in the design of new factory buildings of the Modern Movement.
The reasons for this include the fact that the architects of the Modern Movement believed in progress, new
technical developments and production increases as the foundation for a new and better world. Making provisions for possible extensions during the planning phase also meant reserving the right to have an architectural influence on these extensions. An overall concept with a uniform architectural style could be defined in
advance.
Increasing rationalisation, prefabrication and standardisation in the building industry could reduce the risk of
complications when adding extensions to existing buildings and structures.
Likewise the optimistic expectation of potential production increases would allow the enterprise management
to consider enlarging their new plant buildings in the future, particularly since the enterprises were restricted
with expansion before.
But the companies then were confronted with problems like initially the world economic crisis and later the
outbreak of World War II, which made factory extensions unnecessary or impracticable. The only exception is
the Erdal factory, which was extended by the same architect during the war.
After the World War II the intended extensions were not picked up again. For this several reasons are conceivable for this: First, in one of the cases the architect was emigrated (Schneider) and not longer at disposal; sec-
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ond, after the war an evident and visible new start seemed to be, also architectural, desirable and third, financial reasons or last but not least new constructional insights could have been obstacles to realise the extensions, in the intended way.
Nevertheless the different kinds of flexibility as free disposition of space, huge amount of daylight, hygienic surfaces and dimensioning for large bearing loads enlarged the opportunity for re-use in case of vacancy.
We just have to make use of them if we want to keep our industrial heritage alive.
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